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ming
Hit Hard
By Budget
"Nooners" No Longer A
Common Sight
By Ted Wyman
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The Tower Lounge (bottom) is just for studying and eating
lunches most of the time this year. Less money has prevented
the SA from booking as many bands in to the Tower (Top) for
Lunch time shows this year.

Noon hour entertainment, one
of the most popular activities of
student life, has been drastically
cut this year as part of the SA's
summer budget.
Only five"nooners" or lunchtime
live band performances have been
scheduled for the Tower Lounge
this year, down considerably from
previous years.
SA Program Director, Cathy
Sudletsky said cutbacks to noon
hour concerts were a big part of
even larger cutbacks to the entire
programming budget.
She said programming was
probably the hardest hit in the

Faulty Equipment Gets
Sudden Repair Job
By Ray Puro
News of an impending article in
the Projector regarding faulty
equipment in the first year
electronics may have prompted its
sudden repair. At least that is the
way it appears to Cory Petrachek,
student representative for
technology.
"It was incredible. It got around

that the Projector was to do a story
about the faulty equipment and its
extremely strange that the
equipment should be repaired at
this time," he said.
"Normally the equipment is
serviced gradually, piece by piece,
but in this instance it was repaired
all at once."
Petrac hek estimates that 20-30%
of the equipment, mostly
oscilloscopes and voltage trimeters, had fallen into a state of
disrepair going back to last year.
"I remember people (last year)
complaining about the equipment
and nothing seemed to be done

about it.
"You would be scrambling for a
machine when you first walked
into class to see if it worked."
Petrachek believes that finances,
or lack of them, were the main
reason it took so long for the
situation to be addressed.
"I believe this year, there was
not enough money allocated for
repairs in the budget; and this for a
course which is supposed to be on
the cutting edge.
"It was as if they didn't have enough

situation. An absence of operating
manuals may be the reason for the
state of disrepair in the first place.
"we need operation manuals in
the library the students could have
access to. Presently there are no
manuals at all for the equipment,"
he said.
He said the lack of manuals may
contribute to the incorrect use of
the equipment, and without a proper

understanding of how a machine
should be functioning a new student
could easily mistake the "smell of
funding for the repairs- with the burning resistors and fiberglass"
cutbacks and everything else as normal.
happening," he said.
"A first year student might not
Although Petrachek is critical of recognize defects within the
the length of time it took to repair machine and continue to use it
the equipment he applauds the when it should be turned off," he
efforts of the instructors.
said.
"The instructors are not to blame
Petrachek realizes that the cost
for this problem... they are doing of new equipment is prohibitive
their best. It appears to be solely a and so he stresses proper care and
budgetary concern."
maintenance must be exercised if
Happy to see the repairs finally the quality of the electronics
done Petrachek believes more program at Red River is to be
could be done to improve the upheld.

budget which affected all SA
departments, and was the most
noticeable to students because of
the decrease in entertainment.
She said this year's budget was
based on last year's actual
revenues, and therefore certain
things had to be slashed.
The SA is currently operating on
a $30,000 deficit from last year.
Sudletsky said programming
always operates on a deficit
because so many events are free,
and therefore it was an easy target
for cutbacks.
"Everyone's area got cut,"
Sudletsky said. "Because
programming has a larger budget
in general we took the biggest cut."
Projected expenditures for
programming were cut by $72,496,
but Sudletsky and SA Treasurer,
Antonio Reis said that actually
translates into approximately a
$25,000 cut to the programming
budget.
Projected expenditures for noon
hour concerts were cut by $10,000,
while the funding for Spirit Week,
another popular event later in the
year, has been cut by $5000.
All this is making it difficult for
Sudletsky to provide the kind of
entertainment she would like to.
"It is going to be challenging to

provide the same quality of
entertainment without one third of
the money," Sudletsky said. "We
don't want to change the quality of
the entertainment so there is just
going to have to be less."
In the past the college has had
performances from such big name
acts as The Tragically Hip, Barney
Rental!, and comedy from Brad
Garret.
ButSudletsky said if the students
want to see some big names at the
college this year, they are likely
going to have to pay for it
themselves.
She said the program board could
have arranged to have Jeff Healey
perform at this year's welcome
pub, but tickets would have been
$20.
Sudletsky said she feels students
already pay enough student fees,
and shouldn't be asked to pay $20
for a pub ticket.
"My philosophy is to make sure
students get quality for their student
fee dollars," she said. "It's either
(the student) pays or the SA pays."
Reis said he believes students

are still getting their money's worth
despite the cuts, and he defended
the cuts to noon hour entertainment.
"Noon hour entertainment took
a big cut because only about 250

Continued on Page Five
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NEWS
College Still Unable To
Staff Employment Centre
By Viv Draward and
Jason Woywada
Provincial Government process
has prevented the college from
staffing the Canada Employment
Centre, even though federal money
is in place to pay employees.
The college has been officially
notified that their request for
replacement staff for the former
Canada Employment Centre has
been denied.
At the beginning of the school
year, college administration
forwarded a treasury Board
submission to the province's
Treasury Board.
The submission asked for
approval to hire two staff people;
one position for Employment
counsellor and the other for a
support person.
These positions were deleted last
year when the federal government
chose to close down all on-campus
Canada Employment Centres.
As a form of compensation, the
federal government agreed to

provide the college with two-year's
worth of transitional funding to
pay these two salaries.
The college administration did
not have available staff position
openings (Staff Years), and
following provincial procedure,
forwarded a submission, along with
the transitional funding proposal,
for approval to Treasury Board.
"We are never told why a
submission has been rejected."
"We are currently in the process
of exploring alternatives to try and
resolve the situation," said college
President Tony Knowles.
Laurie Davidson, Treasury
Board analyst for the department
of Education and Training, said
the Treasury Board is a subcommittee of government.
"There could be any number of
reasons for a submission to be
returned unapproved," she said.
Both the Minister and Deputy
Minister of Education and Training
were unavailable for comment
The NDP and Liberal parties

said they have been informed of
the ongoing conflict with the
submission, and have promised to
make a statement on the situation
in the near future.
In 1989, the centre was
responsible for placing over 600
students in various jobs.
Now, employers phone the
college with prospective job
opportunities, and all that can be
done is have these (opportunities)
posted on a bulletin board.
"It's a shambles," said Don
Hillman, executive director of the
students' Association.
Presently, both the student
counselling centre and the SA are
working to ensure that services
such as on campus recruitment
programs and labor market
information do not disappear.
At press time, it was learned that
the Student Association had
forwarded a new revised
submission to Treasury Board for
approval.

Quality Of Vending Machine
Food Products Questioned

Red Cross
Clinic Needs
Students
To Give Blood
By Alexis Arthur
It gives the gift of life.
On Nov 6 and 7, in the south
gym, the Red Cross is asking Red
River students for their support by
donating one unit of blood at their
blood donor clinic.
Phyllis Law, supervisor of the
campus health centre gave some
facts to help all donors realize the
importance and need for students
to give blood.
Law said one unit of blood is
about a half litre and a human's
body holds about five litres of
blood.
"Every 20 seconds someone
needs blood or blood products,"
said Law.
"A single liver transplant needs
ten to fifteen units of blood."
Law said one unit of blood can
save up to four people and the
whole process of giving blood takes
less than an hour from the time one
registers to the time a person walks
nut
She said first time donors need

two pieces of ID -one with a
signature. All regular donors need
are their blood donor cards.
"Use your common sense after
giving blood but, the plasma is
replaced within 24 hours after
donating and red blood cells are
replaced after 4-6 weeks," she said
trying to dispell the notion that
giving blood makes people weak.
Law said the only real
requirements are that donors be
healthy and they cat something of
substance the day of donating.
And on a smaller scale, donors
receive a donut and a soft drink
after giving blood, and the
department with the highest
number of donors will receive a
plaque thanking them for their
support.
Needles aren't fun for most
people, but Law said the registered
nurses have given needles so many
times all donors will feel is a little
'pinch' is the only discomfort
donors will feel.
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Hiring Process At Campus Radio
CMOR Comes
Under Fire
Students say they didn't get
a fair chance last year to
apply for stations's jobs
By Daniel Philippot
Signals got crossed at CMOR,
Red River College's on campus
radio station, leaving two students
confused and unemployed.
Two students applying for the
paying positions at the station last
year, were told they were the only
ones who applied for the available
jobs of general manager and
program director, but they did not
get the jobs.
One of the students, who did not
want to be identified, said she was
never informed about the status of

eat the soup with a fork or a spoon;
it's a question of whether to eat it at
all for one Red River student.
Adult Education student Joanne
Karpiuk had just bought a can of
Campbell's soup two weeks ago
from the cafeteria vending machine
when her friend stopped her.
"You're not going to eat that, are
you?" her friend asked.
When Karpiuk removed her
tinted glasses, she noticed the can
was soiled and rusty, Karpiuk said.
"I was appalled. Shocked. "My
God." was my first response. I'm
afraid to open it," she said.
Karpiuk said she phoned Red
Carpet, the food service company
who owns not only the vending
machines in the Prairie Lunch Bar
where she bought the can of soup,
but all the vending machines in
Red River.

You're not
going to eat
that are you?"
She said the muting supervisor
Rob Nachtigall was polite and told
her how she could get her money
refunded.
"He told me to give the can to the

Expired Sauce
Leaves
Students With
Bad Taste
By Marcus Le Nabat

The rusty soup can that has one student feeling a little bitter.
guy who fills the machines,"
Karpiuk said.
However, Karpiuk said when she
went to the driver -whose name
Red Carpet would not release- and
offered him the can, he threw a
loonie on the floor and said, "What
am I supposed to do about it?"
This prompted Karpiuk to phone
Nachtigall again to complain about
the way she was treated, but she
said she doesn' t know ifRed Carpet
has taken any action.
Nachtigall said he talked to the
driver and didn't see the need for
discipline.

"He (the driver) said he gave her
a refund. No questions asked,"
Nachtigall said.
"Unfortunately, she got some
bad product; it happens. I would
like to know what she would like
for us to do about it. I was willing
to reimburse her for the can, and
then some (for the inconvenience)."
Karpiuk said her next step is to
go to Campbell's.
"I don't want to slander
Campbell's name.
I want
Campbell's to see what Red Carpet
is doing to their name," she said.

Students enjoying their stir fry
last week might have been
surprised by the expiry date on the
packages of soya sauce- June '91.
Otto Kirzinger, Food Services
Manager was quick to respond to
the incident
"It was an oversight. It's as
simple as that," he said when he
realized the soya sauce should have
been thrown out four months ago.
Kirzinger said he could easily
see how the packages could have
been passed over, since the first
few weeks of September were very
busy in food services since Versa
took over.
However, he pointed out the
sauce hadn't crystalized, as it does

when it gets really old.
"It is, in my judgement, very
unlikely that anyone could get ill,"
he said.
Kirzinger's judgement is
confirmed by Candice Biggar, a
food specialist from Corporate and
Consumer Affairs.
"It will have lost some nutritional
value and some flavour, but it
should be safe," Biggar said.
Nevertheless, Kirzinger said he
agreed that the product should be
pulled.
In fact, Barb Riopka, the on-site
assistant manager, also noticed the
expired sauce in storage a few days
after the incident and pulled it,
Kirzinger said.

her application or granted an
interview.
However, she was told that
because of the lack of applications
the station would hold over the job
competitions until September.
The students waited over the
summer assuming they would get
interviews at the beginning of the
year. They never did.
The second applicant, creative
communications student Andrea
Hutchinson, said "We went down
to the radio station at the beginning
of the year and found out the

-,
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Two students wish they could be in the 'air chair' like this CMOR announcer.
positions had been filled."
Mike Victor, who was last year's
program director and the person
who told the students to apply, is
now the general manager of
CMOR.
He said the position of program
director had been cut due to budget
constraints.
"There is a formal process to
apply for these jobs and it's the
student association executives that
decide who is hired," Victor said.
"The interview process wasn't
necessary since there was no paid
position."
He also said he became general
manager because he was here last
year and the S.A. knew he was
going to be back taking a course
this year.
"This year was di fferent bec ause
I was here," Victor said. "It was
weird. I wasn't really notified.
They asked me if I was coming
back and so I just kept my keys."
However, S.A. director Don

Hillman, who was on last years
executive committee but did not
have a vote, said "We didn' t change
anything. In this case we had three
interviews and we narrowed it
down to one interview."
He also said it was an executive
decision.
"Mike was part-time and could
devote more time, and there was a
creative communications student
in there the year before."
"If I hadn't come back to school,
they would've had to hire
somebody," Victor said. 'They
knew what I could do, and it wasn't
as if someone more qualified
applied."
Victor was also allowed to bring
in help to compensate for the lost
position. "I brought in a couple of
guys who delegate authority but
have no title," he said.
"Our position on that is the same
as The Projector," Hillman said,
"We hire the editors and they pick
who helps them."

?hoto By Ted Wyman

Neither Hutchinson or the other
applicant were asked to volunteer
and Hutchinson maintains she was
kept in the dark.
"Nobody told me anything
unless I asked," she said "We
should get the job if nobody else
applies."
But Victor said if they wanted
the positions they should've been
around more. "They don't even
have DJ. positions this year."
Hutchinson, who is a full time
student said she realizes she doesn't
have the experience Victor has,
except through her course training,
but said Victor told them to apply
in the first place.
"It's not a matter of
competency," Hillman said, "That
person must hire someone they
can work with,...chemistry."
He also said, whether or not a
program director is hired next year
will depend on the budget and
success of the radio station.

Autonomy Scheduled For Spring 1993
Manitoba's Three Community Colleges to Call Their Own Shots
By Andrew Waterman
Two years from now students at
Red River College could be paying
less money for a better education,
says deputy minister of education
John Carlyle.
The Colleges Act - passed last
July and due to come into effect
April 1, 1993 - will transfer day-today decision making in Manitoba's
three community colleges from the
Department of Education to
individual boards of governors.
Specifically, each college will
have the power to set tuition fees,
hire and fire staff, and determine
the salaries of its employees.
Whether this is good or bad for
students depends on whom you
talk to.
"Autonomy will devolve

freedom and flexibility upon Red
River by offering the college
greater opportunity to be
entrepreneurial." says Carl yle, who
heads a conversion team
overseeing the details of transition.
At present, Red River is subject
to the same budgetary and estimates
approval process as any other arm
of the government. Every aspect
of college management requires a
separate financial transaction.
Under board governance, Red
River will lobby the government
annually for block funding. It will
also be permitted to establish
alumni associations and keep any
monies raised for its own purposes.
In addition to these sources of
revenue, says Carlyle, it will be
free to solicit private donations

and financial contributions from
local businesses. Red River might
find its financial situation so
improved, he said, that lower tuition
fees could be the result
Furthermore, he adds, a board of
governors will be able to
recommend policies aimed at
streamlining expenditures thus
making Red River more efficient
as well as Keewatin College in The
Pas and Assiniboine College in
Brandon.
"This will benefit students
directly and the college will
become a much stronger part of the
community - a win-win situation
for all', he says.
Responding to Carlyle's
comments, opposition education
critic Dave Chomiak charges that,

whil e claim ing to make Manitoba's
community colleges more efficient,
the present government is merely
shirking its financial responsibility.
"Wheras education is a public
matter...the fundamental goal of
the Tories is to turn training back
to a private sector."
As to annual funding, he says it
will depend on which college has
more tories on its board.
Chomiak also wants to know
why the government "has
repeatedly failed to make public"
an advisory committee's report it
received a year before the act was
passed.
Liberal education critic Sharon
Carstairs says governance is just
one more example of the
government off-loading its

provincial responsibilities.
"This act, in effect, will privatize
education in Manitoba's
community colleges. Three boards
will be pitted against one another
(where) one board would have been
far preferable."
Carstairs points to a48% increase
in tuition fees throughout Manitoba
since 1988 as representative of the
government's position on public
education. Under "Quasiautonomy", she says, fees will
continue to rise.
"Higher fees are much more
likely under governance as
community colleges are told to
raise more of their money through
tuition increases."
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EDITORIALS
Do
You
Think
Of
Red
River's
Library
Hal!talk:a-What
By Tom Kapac Services

Prez Looks At
Protest Alternatives
By Ted Wyman

Chris Twiss - Business
Administration

Rob Tribe - C & I Sales

The staff is always friendly and
I find the staff very helpful and ready to help. It's good to see new
the library/research material is photocopiers and I'm impressed
easily accessible. The designated with the many services the library
"quiet" are just that, extremely offers. They should however, have
quiet_ The addition of the new on more reference material,
line computer system is gre,at. With newspapers in particular. The out
the right modem you can call up a of town newspapers could be more
book on your home computer and up to date. It's hard to look for an
find out whether it's available. I'm out of town job if you can never get
a little disappointed about the down a hold of a newspaper. More
grading of the laser printer for the computer terminals would also
computer terminals, but other than help.
that the service is great!

Wayne Ostrowski - C & I Sales

Everything is usually up to par.
The research material is always
available and if you're having
difficulties locating the material
the staff is always willing to help.
I think it's an excellent place to
study...there's plenty of room and
the designated study areas are quiet
enough. At times I do find the
indexing system difficult to
understand, and they could use a
few more computer terminals. It's
a very good library and I see no
need to fund another library here
on campus.

Jeff Cudmore
Administration

Business

I like the idea of group study
areas and quiet areas. The research
material is very up to date and the
service is always good. The study
space is sufficient, but during
examines it's sometimes difficult
to find a spot. I'm not all that
impressed with the photocopiers,
and the computer space is
somewhat limited...A few more
computer terminals would be nice.

Shane Weiss - C & I Sales

In general the level of service is
very good at the college. The
computer terminals are very
accessible although they do get
crowded at times. There's enough
study space and I like the idea of
quiet/group areas. The research
material is good, and I'm impressed
with the Browse system - the
computer system used to look up
research material. They should
however, have better photocopier

Letters:
Examining The Role Of The Media
To The Editor:
Is the media trying to tell us that
sex sells?
Television sets across North
America were tuned in to the
Clarence Thomas confirmation
hearing on the thanksgiving
weekend. Was there nothing better
on? Certainly not for entertainment
value.
According to the statistics
released, for every person watching
the baseball playoffs, there were
three people glued to the live
coverage of the Thomas hearing.
What has happened to the
traditional American national past
time? Has America suddenly gone
from apple pie to cheesecake?
Are sexual harassment and
sexuality in general hot topics for
the nineties? There are a lot of
questions surrounding these issues.
Whether you believe Thomas in
his plea of innocence, or the
allegations of sexual harassment
brought forth by Anita Hill is
practically irrelevant.
It was a media circus. National
networks had a field day. And
what viewers will remember will
not be whether or not Thomas's
nomination to the Supreme Court
was successful, (which it was) but
the explicit, almost pornographic
details surrounding Thomas's sex
life.

Is that what journalism is all
about?
Another hot topic in the news
and quite a bit closer to home is the
second Uniter scandal in less than
a year.
The Uniter, University of
Winnipeg's Student Newspaper,
had its proverbial fifteen minutes
of fame last February when it
published its controversial Gay and
Lesbian Issue.
That issue received plenty of
media attention from the Winnipeg
Free Press and the Winnipeg Sun.
Cup or Canadian University Press
also covered all the hoopla in
campus papers across the country.
The controversial issue explicitly
depicts sexual acts between
homosexuals. Their choice of
words throughout the issue are so
graphical they may be deemed
pornographic by some audiences.
Do details such as these make
the reader more aware and
sympathetic of homosexual issues,
or are they simply shocking?
Other articles from the February
1991 issue include, "Lesbians and
gays unite". "one fags opinion:
What sports are really about" and
"Fear of a gay Planet."
The latest shocker from the
Uniter came last week, brining with
it ten more minutes of fame for the
student newspaper The most recent
issue contained a cartoon which

graphically portrays two lesbians
engaged in oral sex.
Students from the University of
Winnipeg were protesting against
comics such as this one being
published in a student newspaper.
The issue at hand is not one
concerning whether or not
homosexuality has a place in
society. Rather it is the question of
blatant sexuality being appropriate
in the public domain or not.
What is the place of a student
newspaper within apost secondary
institution, society and the general
media? Who will decide?
Should cartoons and articles
graphically depicting sexual acts,
whether they be between
homosexuals or heterosexuals, be
reserved for adult magazines such
as Penthouse and Ilusler?
Have personal sexual habits,
such as those of Clarence Thomas
become public property? Has the
time come to open up prime time
television and front page headlines
for bedroom tales? Or have
individuals taken advantage of the
media to obtain publicity?
Who is it up to to determine
appropriateness? Where do we
draw the line?
Right now there are too many
questions and too few answers.
Only the future will tell.
Cathy Dowler, Creative
Communications

Throwing eggs and yelling
obscenities at cabinet ministers
on the steps of the legislature is
not the way to get your voice
heard says SA President Wayne
Todoruk.
Todoruk said University of
Winnipeg and University of
Manitoba students probably did
little to help their protest of
cutbacks to education funding
by acting this way at a rally last
week.
The rally, on the steps of the
Manitoba Legislature, featured
a number of students pelting
Education Minister, Len
Derkatch with eggs, a move
which Todoruk says promotes
violence.
Todoruk said a protest
organized by Red River's SA
would not be carried out in such
a manner.

"Advocacy plays an important
part in any organization, but there
is a right way of doing things and a
wrong way of doing things,"
Todoruk said.
"Throwing things at ministers is
not benefitting the students of that
organization."
Todoruk said while the SA is an
advocacy group for the students of
Red River, they are not a radical
group, and would be more likely to
observe the proper channels of
procedure.
"The best advocacy is making
people aware of the situation that
you perceive as a problem and
coming to some kind of mutual
understanding," he said.
"I think the right way of doing
things would have been to go to the
legislature and listen to what the
government had to say, instead of
bombarding them."
Todoruk said he wasn't surprised

that Red River students were
not invited to participate in the
protest, because of the different
cultures at the universities and
the college.
"Nobody told us about it,"
Todoruk said. "We are not in a
lot of cases considered the same
as the universities, and
justifiably so."
"(The universities) go about
things in a different manner, than
we do traditionally at Red
River," he said.
Todoruk also said students at
Red River would be much less
likely to protest the government
because the college is
completely funded by the
Province and tuition fees are
much lower than at the
universities.
"There are a lot of people here
just for retraining. It is
completely different from the
universities."

Your Chance To Get
What Bugs YOU Off
Your Chest

By Mike Hutchinson

The "Smoking man" (the man
who always catches her smoking)
is an ass. He only comes here
when I'm smoking. There is
nothing wrong with smoking in
the hallways. They should let you
smoke where you want, except in
the classrooms I can see why they
won't let you smoke there.
Anonymous
Legal Assistant
second year
I can't stand people who spit in
the water fountain, or when I see
garbage or something floating in
the water fountain. They should
go spit in the toilet. I don't want to
look at someone else's spit.
Michelle Chapuk
first year
Business Admin.
That car pissed me off. The
tuition went up and in the first
entertainment given our budget paper (The Projector) on the front
restraints," Todoruk said.
page they have this antique car that
"Everything is important, but cost something like $20,000 dollars
when it comes down to a judgement to get in running condition. At the
call, essentials often have to be same time student fees almost
kept over entertainment."
doubled and tuition increased for
Sudletsky said she will be sad to the second year in a row, that pisses
see some of the SA's most fun me off. And they play stupid music
events go by the wayside.
on that stupid radio station
"I am the most dissapointed (C.M.O.R.) .
about the spirit week cut," she said.
Marcia Fifer
"I think we really did a service for
second year
students that week."
Bioengineering

Program Cuts A
Matter Of
Economics
Continued From Page 1

students come out and see it, and
every time we have a band it costs
about $1000," Reis said.
Reis also pointed out that the
SA receives absolutely no revenue
from noon hour entertainment.
He said he would like to see big
name bands coming to the college
for pubs and other events, but
realizes that it would only create
more financial problems.
"If you spend more on bringing

Jeff Healey to the college then it
translates into less spending
elsewhere," Reis said. "It's what is
called opportunity cost in
economics."
SA President Wayne Todoruk,
said he believes programming is
still a very important part of the
SA's budget, though he doesn't
see an improvement this year as
economically feasible.
"We are giving the best possible
quality of programming and

Letter:

Beer Bashes are too expensive.
They're supposed to be for us
starving students and it's, like eight
dollars to get in. The student
association must be making a
killing. What are they doing with
all that money? And why are they
increasing our tuition if they're
cutting our course next year?
Tammis Stathers
Bio engineering
We need more of a variety of
food in the cafeteria More helpings
they're pretty chintzy sometimes.
Yeah, we need more of a variety, I
get sick of eating the same things
all the time.
Jason Henery
Refrigeration
In machine transcription there is
not enough machines to go around.
Equipment breaks down, and then
there is no extras. We lose class
time because there is not enough
equipment to go around. They
should have extra supplies.
Anonymous
Administrative Secretary
first year
I think there is a lot of sexual
harassment in the halls - Guys who
make rude comments to fat chicks.
Morons who make stupid
comments every second word,
going on about their sexual exploits
and drunken revelry.
They should have trained them
better at birth.
Anonymous
Bricklaying

No Protest; Student Protests

To The Editor:
In regards to the demonstration
protesting increased student costs
that was held at the legislative
grounds a couple of weeks ago, I
was curious as to why there were
no Red River students in evidence
at this rally. I went to the SA in
search of answers. I didn't receive
any satisfactory replies to my
questions.
For instance: Why were Red
River students not informed of the
rally? Here are some of the answers

I received: "Because Red River
students don't traditionally go to
such rallies," "Because the SA only
received the news the day before,"
"Because the SA can't possibly
keep track of everything that's
going on in town."
These limp responses only
caused me to have more serious
questions: If is isn't the job of the
SA to keep students informed of
these types of events, (as president
Wayne Todoruk repeatedly told

me it wasp' t) then what exactly are
they supposed to be
doing?...organizing
pubs?...spending thousands of
dollars on antique cars that grace
the garages of SA executive
directors?
If the SA can't keep track of
simple events like the rally, are we
then supposed to have faith that it
will guard our interests as the
college moves into governance?
The move to governance has been

"monitored closely by the SA,"
according to president Todoruk,
yet he insists that it is not his job to
get this information to the student
body. Whose job is it then?
It might be of interest to Red
River students to know that the
move to governance will probably
end up boosting tuition fees by "at
least 15%," again according to Mr.
Todoruk. And this is the kind of
information that he thinks it is not
his duty to report.

I for one am getting pretty tired

of having an SA that takes me and
most of the student body for
granted. I believe it's time to take
a long, hard look at what the SA is
doing, and ask if that's the kind of
service we want or need. And it's
time for the SA to start showing
some accountability for their
actions, or lack thereof.
Terry
Hope,
Communications

Creative
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The Projector's Winter Car Care Section
First Class Car Care College Powerless For New Outlets
On Campus
By Renee Joette

It's Like Having A Service Station Next Door!
By Paul Elliston
Recently students leaving the
Red River campus found business
cards on their windshields. The
culprit First Class Car Care.
My first reaction was, "How
much work can they get done
during one period?"
The first class refered to here
however is the quality of service
provided anytime of day.
Students Dan Bobyck and Jay
Foster have created First Class to
give students a more affordable
and accessible means to repair their
cars.
"We 're offering more affordable
rates than commercial garages,"
said Bobyck, "we hope to get repeat
customers because of affordability,
quality of service and honesty."
"People are telling their friends,
the phone is ringing, business is
taking off, it's like a chain
reaction," said Bobyck.
"We never want to repair the
same thing twice, our goal is a
thorough job with no corners cut to
assure repeat business," Bobyck

said.
Foster said, they started the
business to pay for our school.
"If we don't get work then we
don't go to school. We'd like to
develop the business full tim e, carry
it through if we have enough
clientele at the end of the term," he
said.
Foster said they do "light
maintenance.
"We're not specialized into any
kind of rebuild, just general
labour," he said.
While the big auto dealers
provide training information for
their mechanics to learn, students
at Red River are upgrading due to
a need to know the latest
automotive technology.
"Like the moto on the back of
the card says, For students; By
students; why pay more?" said
Bobyck.
For students needing to take
advantage of their services Bobyck
can be reached at 661-9078 and
Foster at 889-0452.

Break out your booster cables students will once again be
scrambling for parking stalls with
outlets during the 91-92 winter
months.
A large number of existing
parking stalls do not have outlets
attached to the fences. But there
are no funds to install any new
plug-ins, said a government
spokesperson.
"There's no money for ii" said
Zone manager of the Dept.
Government Services, Hakam
(Singh) Joll, who estimated the
cost to install parking outlets to be
roughly $50,000; money his
$10,000 personal budget cannot

cover.
Elenor Delay, who is in charge
of technical services said an
accurate estimated cost cannot be
determined until an adjuster
examines the number of panels
available, how far they have to
trench the stalls, and estimate
wiring costs.
The money needed to install
electric parking has not yet been
broken down to cost per stall, nor
has it been determined how much
students would have to pay to
receive the service.
Roger Hines, director of security
and parking of the Manitoba
Government, said they try to
accommodate as many facilities as

they can, but he said there hasn't
been a demand for student parking
at Red River because of increased
costs.
attending
Students
the
University of Manitoba receive
fully outleued parking at a cost of
$164 for passes extending from
the beginning of September
through April 30.
Red River students currently pay
$117 for ten month parking passes
which do not guarantee electric
outlets.
In the meantime, students will
have to continue waking up earley
in order to compete for electric
parking stalls.

No Plans To Fix Road From Hell
By Dan Summers
It's not a street. It's not even a
back lane.
According to campus Zone
Manager Hakam Joll, Buhr Road,
the north entrance to the college,
famous for consuming entire
vehicles in the potholes is merely a
service road for the college dump,
and is not considered in need of

WITH
SOMEONE

any special maintenance.
The 300 metre lane which runs
north from Didcote Drive, next to
the northwest student parking lot,
is well known for its washboard
surface.
The road will be leveled this fall,
as scheduled, as soon as the col lge' s
only grader/snowplough has been
winterized, Joll said, adding that

the grader should be ready within a
few days.
He recommended that students
continue to use the other entrances
to parking lots, but said students
could use Buhr Road as a
convenience.
The dump is used by grounds
maintenance to dispose of grass
clippings, Joll said.

Addicts think they're only hurting themselves.

They re wrong.
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New
Slogan
Needed
For
Red
River
College

f•!!. ..... . . . .

Dinner for two
in the
Assiniboia Inn
:64<":4":•,••• ...... • • •

-Slogan Contest
Offers Chance To
Dine At
Assiniboia Inn
By Dale Barbour
Red River is looking for a motto;
but it could use a little help.
To that end the college is holding
a contest to select the best possible
motto and as an added incentive is
offering dinner for two at the
Assiniboine Inn to the person who
submits the winning entry.
Bernie Gross, manager of the
Media Services department said
the college is looking for a phrase
or short sentence that encapsulates
the college's goals and the direction
its headed in.
In the past the college has used
phrases such as "Training
Manitoba's future today" to
describe its goal, but there has never
been an official statement of what
the college is all about, Gross said.
The college is looking for
something like the motto that the
Southern Alberta Institute of
technology uses on its letters and
pamphlets.
Their motto says, "SAIT shall
be an innovative organization
equipping people to compete
successfully in the changing world
of work by providing relevant, skill
oriented education."
The motto portray the image of
the college and look to the future.
"We have to know what direction
the college is going in to let the
public know what to expect," Gross
said
Gross said the college will be
accepting suggestions for the motto
up until December 16, 1991.
After that, the suggestions will
be short listed by a committee
representing staff from across the
college and eventually a selection
will be made.
The contest is open to both
students and staff, Gross said. And
between advertising the con test and
offering dinner for two at the
Assiniboine Inn for the best entry
they're hoping fora good response.
Submissions can be made to
Bernie Gross at the media services
department located in building D
room 102.

Our motto:

is a sentence or phrase used as a guiding
principle
* conveys the character and positive corporate
image of college
* reflects and supports the college's mission
statement
* is consistent with college goals and
objectives
* provides realistic perception of college
*

Submit your suggestions by December 16, 1991
to:
Bernie Gross
Manager, Media Services
Room D102

Are you leading a rich and famous Heart Smart lifestyle?
If you are exercising more, eliminating unnecessary fat
from your diet, consuming less alcohol, and have
abandoned smoking, then you have joined the Heart
ind Smart way of life.

More news
on page 14

S

For more information and a poster oh further
famous Heart Smart lifestyles, contact your Heart and Stroke
Foundation of Manitoba, 301-352 Donald Street, Winnipeg,
MB, R3B 2118, 942-0195.

HEART
ANDSTROKE
FOUNDAT/ON
OF MANITOBA

THE
ARTHRITIS
SOCIETY.
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By Dale Barbour
I had intended to talk about
Smurfs today, but someone just
pointed out that since Halloween
is coming up, perhaps for once in
my life I could pick a topic with
some sort of a point to it. I spent
some time trying to explain to them
that Smurfs are never far from
people's hearts and minds, but it
was all for naught. Eventually, even
though I argued with wit and
eloquence, I had to admit that they
were right Smurfs just weren't as
topical as Halloween.
Now, is it just me, or do things
get a little goofy around this time
of year? I mean at Christmas,
people get excessively happy and
you're bombarded with piped-in
Christmas carols every time you
go to a mall. (Which brings up a
point; if phrases can become
cliches, why the heck can't
Christmas carols? I honestly don't
think there's been a new one
produced in the past twenty years.)

By Kirsten Andrews
If you see only one movie this
year, and thrillers are your thing,
be sure to check out Shattered
(Northstar and Kildonan Place.)
Shattered, which was based on
the novel by Richard Neely, was
directed, produced, and written for
screen by Wolfgang Petersen (Das
Boot, TheNeverending Story.) The

film is intense from the first minute.
Dan Merrick (Tom Berenger)
and his wifeJudith (Greta Scacchi)
are the lucky survivors of a New
Year's Eve car wreck. As their car
plummets down the side of a
mountain, Judith is thrown clear
and sustains little injury. On the
other hand, Dan is rushed to
hospital, brutally disfigured and in
a state of amnesiatic
unconsciousness.
This is where the tale begins, a
journey not unlike the winding
California road that nearly stole
Dan's life; a journey so
complicated that while the
detective Dan hires, Gus Klein
(Bob Hoskins) is intent on
discovering how and why the
accident happened, the viewer too
becomes deeply involved.
The plot is torrid, as Dan tries to
discover the truth about his

promiscuous wife, his relationship
with his business partner and socalled best friend (Corbin Bernsen)
and his best friend's overly
affectionate wife (Joanne WhalleyKilmer.)
Shattered is fast paced and
always keeps you on the edge of
your seat, the special effects are
amazing, and the acting superb on
all parts. The plot is somewhat
similar to Regarding Henry
(released earlier this year with
Harrison Ford) but has a major
twist. Just when you think you
have a handle on things; just when
you think you've figured it out,
something else is thrown in to keep
you and Dan on your toes. The
intellectual stimulation is
maintained at a high level
throughout the movie.
Is it a thriller, a murder mystery,
a suspenseful drama, or a curious
puzzle? It's hard to categorize.
Shattered is a film many will
want to see twice. Berenger
observed this as well, saying, "The
first time they'll see it from Dan's
point of view, discovering
everything as he does. The second
time, they'll say 'Oh yeah, I get it.
That's the way it was.'"

Dan (Tom Berenger) struggles to regain his identity with help from his wife (Greta Scacchi)

Super Is Big
Party Pooper
By Viv Draward
The Super, now playing at the

Slumlord Louie (Joe Pesci) and the Housing Authority lawyer (Madolyn Smith Osborne)

Grant Park and the Towne, can
best be described as a cute movie,
but not one you'd be likely to
remember the minute you step out
of the theatre.
It's vaguely funny with a lot of
overdone cliches thrown in at
random. This is the movie that
you've seen a hundred time before
and will see a hundred times again.
No surprises, no profound
messages; just a few hours of
pleasant, if repetitive, oldfashioned humor.
The Super
comes off as
unimaginative and predictable not a great reflection on its director,
Rod Daniel, who also directed Teen
Wolf and Like Father, Like Son.
Joe Pesci, who won the Academy
award for best supporting actor in
last year's GoodFellas, takes on a
surprisingly different role this time.
He plays Louie Kritski, a slum
landlord who has been charged by
the courts with repeated house code
violations. As punishment, he must
make repairs to one of his

deplorably kept buildings. In
addition, the court'sruling requires
Louie to reside in one of the
building's suites while the repairs
are taking place.
Louie makes improbable friends
with the building's tenants, and
becomes interested romantically
in Naomi Bessinger, played by
Madolyn Smith Osborne.
Bessinger is the attorney assigned
to making sure Louie adheres to
the court's ruling.
Throughout the movie, Louie
tries to spark a flame of romance
with the lawyer. Mercifully, his
attempts are unsuccessful and the
unlikely union doesn't develop.
Rounding off the cast is respected
character actor, Vincent Gardenia,
who is wonderful as Louie's father
and mentor. He plays the role
believably, executing the part of
slumlord to perfection.
If you enjoy very light comedy,
you might like this movie. If not,
save your pennies. You can see it
when it comes out on video.

But that's Christmas, like I said,
happy. Halloween is something
else entirely.
First there's the build-up, which
usually begins about a month or
two ahead of time. Costume shops
start appearing out of nowhere
selling or renting costumes at
outrageous prices. All right, so they
probably have to c harge ou trageous
prices to support themselves in
whatever netherworld they live in
before Halloween comes, but why
should I have to pay these people
to party and whoop it up when
Halloween's not on; what the hell
do I owe them? Anyway, costume
shops proliferate like rabbits on
hormones, and eventually, like it
or not, you end up going into one.
Immediately, a person in a
business suit comes up to you with
a serious expression on his face
and begins a barrage of questions
covering everything from your size,
ability to use make-up, to your

sexual preferences. . at which point
you either leave with him , or ask to
see the salesperson.
Eventually, you wind up talking
to a tired-looking person, who's
probably been forced to wear a
bunny suit for the past month. He
slowly, between twenty or thirty
interruptions by other people,
begins to ask you about your size,
ability to use make-up and who the
hell the guy in the business suit
was. Eventually, if you're the
indecisive type, or just plain
sadistic, you force the beleaguered
rabbit to fetch and display about a
dozen costumes for you;
preferably big heavy ones covered
with thick pelts of fake fur. After a
few hours of trying to decide, you
realize you're faced with a choice:
Rent a costume at an exorbitant
price (see paragraph three) or buy
some cheap make-up and try to
create something on your own.
(Kind of like the guy in the suit

probably ended up doing.)
The trouble is, no matter what
you go as, there's going to be
somebody else wearing the exact
same thing. Take a couple of years
ago. . .1 went as the Grim Reaper
— life-sized scythe, cloak, makeup — the whole shebang. There I
was driving down the street, Freddy
Krueger sitting beside me, when
we looked over to the car next to us
and saw another Grim Reaper. The
two of us nearly had a fatal accident
..but that would have been just too
damn ironic. Anyway, after
regaining control of the car, I
looked over at the other Grim, and
we started checking each other out.
Our conversation went something
like this:
"Hey, nice bone structure."
"Thanks...great scythe."
I nodded proudly and said, "It
works, too." However, after a few
moments, the conversation lagged
and we drove off in different

directions. Just two Grim Reapers
passing in the night . .it was
beautiful really.
AAA
That's all I have to say about
Halloween; I've been topical, I've
done my duty, now it's time the
Smurfs had a moment in the sun.
Specifically, just how tall is a
Smurf? I, and an ever-expanding
group of associates, have been
pondering this question for over a
month now, and still haven't come
up with a conclusive answer. Some
people say two inches high, others
say seven. Some say three apples
high, at which point others argue
that the apples could be Macintosh
or just plain crab apples. Nobody is
sure.
And it's slowly driving me
insane. So to anyone, anyone at all,
who can tell me just how tall a
Smurf is and back it up with
physical evidence. Well. . .God
bless you for telling me!

Transformation
Is Show Stopper
By Ruth Raymond
CRASH! Cymbals shatter the
silence. The audience, who was
dreamily absorbing the
magnificent set, is startled into rapt
attention. That's how opening
night at MTC'sM.Butterfly began.
This is not the story of Puccini's
Madama Butterfly, but a delicious
trick-mirror image of the tragic
love story; an anagram where the
plot's letters are switched to spell
something quite different; a
counterpoint Puccini himself
would have relished.
The Asian-American playwright, David Henry Hwang, has
re-evaluated the cultural
contradictions inherent in Madama
Butterfly and has come up with a
shocking story of politics and love
which reverses the roles of the
fragile porcelain doll who pines
for the cruel Westerner.
Hwang's idea for the play came
from the true story of a French
diplomat who fell in love with a
shy, submissive Chinese woman,
who was in reality a well-disguised
male spy.
M. Butterfly explores disguise,
abandonment, self-delusion, and
death, all the while entrancing its
audience with hypnotic

performances and a hauntingly
beautiful stage.
The play begins in a Beijing
prison in the 1960s, and travels
through time effortlessly as Rene
Gallimard (Shaun Austin-Olsen)
explains the events which, over
twenty years, led him to the cell he
calls home.
As his story unfolds, the audience
is taken to the Peking opera, where
a spectacular sword dance dazzles.
Gallimard introduces many
characters to illustrate his sad tale,
and most of the actors play double
and triple roles. Gallimard's old
chum Marc (Robert Bockstael)
shows up, saying, "There is no
better guarantee of failure like
happiness in highschool."
Of all the characters who his
memories produce, the most
extraordinary is his love, Song
Liling (A. Mapa) whose delicate
geisha-like grace and fluttering
voice epitomize the lotus blossom
image Oriental women have been
given in the West.
So fluid are Mapa's movements
that, even though you know the
play's secret, you will be utterly
convinced that this rose petal girl
is exactly what she seems. The

shock of her transformation near
the play's end will astonish you, as
before your eyes she becomes a
wise-mouthed dude in a grey
tailored suit.
Puccini's Pinkerton and
Butterfly trade places in Hwang's
offering; Song Liling turns out to
be the clever manipulator, and
Gallimard becomes the tragic
heroine in the play's last scene.
Admirably, MTC has taken a
risk in presenting this controversial
and important play. The play's
message against stereotyping of
East by West and of women by
men is undermined, however, by
the choice to show full frontal
female nudity, yet only the back
view of a naked man. It seemed a
misjudgment to impose this dual
standard in a play which speaks
out so strongly against dual
standards.
The elaborate set, beautiful
costumes, and extraordinary acting
in M. Butterfly make it a winner at
almost any price. . .but students
may attend for as little as $12. 84
Monday to Wednesday.
M. B utterfly will be at MTC until
Nov. 9.

Veteren Butterfly, A. Mapa, is completely convincing in role
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New Duncan Imperials Get New Duds

The New Duncan Imperials; what was wrong with their old duds?

The New Duncan Imperials
have made it to the top of
Winnipeg's celebrity heap —
they've been interviewed by
MTN's Lisa BesL
Although the band's reaction
to meeting the legendary
entertainment reporter was a
collective, "Wicked!" the
Imperials have not changed their
attitude since hitting the big
time.
"What's changed?" singer/
guitarist Pigtail Dick paused to
reflect before a recent show at
the Royal Albert Arms. "We've
got new outfits. Great refinished
tuxedo coats which were painted
by an artist friend from
Indianapolis."
The coats are white, covered
with illustrations of various
animal tails, fish, bugs, and a
colorful Twisterboard scheme;
they truly are brilliant additions
to the strange wardrobe NDI are
becoming famous for.
It's fitting that Pigtail refers
to clothing as being the most
important new addition to the
band, as it shows what's high on
their list of priorities as well as
what affects their songwriting.
"Fashion inspires us.
Beautiful women," Pigtail Dick
says in a bizarre imitation of a
French accent. "Board games."
"Billboard. . .and hotels,"
adds bassist Skipper as he looks
around the tiny, dingy room

Pigtail Dick is staying in.
"We're influenced by motels,
dogs, bugs and life in general,"
continues Dick. "But mainly food,
fashion, and girlie magazines from
the 50s and 60s. That was when
they made 'cm right, in the big
underwear era."
Drummer Goodtime nods as he
leafs through one of those
magazines and other old fashion
mags.
In town supporting their second
album, "The Hymns of Bucksnort,"
the New Duncan Imperials proved
that Pigtail Dick wasn't kidding
about the tuxedo coats being one
of the biggest changes in their
musical revue. Although they did
play a number of new tunes, NDI
pulled out familiar tricks, inviting
members of the audience to jump
onstage and do the "Velour" Sex
Dance, handing out toys and
noisemakers, and playing engaging
three-chord rock 'n roll.
Nevertheless, the band is looking
to work in new areas. Although a
video for new song " Mystery Date"
has been mysteriously set back,
("Tragic fried chicken accident,"
explains Pigtail Dick) a clip for
that song as well as "White Trash
Boogie" will be completed in the
next couple of months. The
Imperials also revealed that they
originally got together to make a
television series, and finished the
pilot "Let's Go Fishing," but none
of the networks were interested.

"No one picked up the pilot,
so we'll be doing these shows
until someone buys it," says
Skipper. "We want to do a
Saturday morning TV show; a
cartoon. We feel there's a
vacuum created by the loss of
Pee Wee Herman."
The band also is moving into
new areas in marketing.
Although they didn't have
compact discs available at their
shows because" M ichac I Jackson
and U2 have taken over all the
pressing plants," they did sell a
number of T-shirts, bumper
stickers and cassettes. The band
has also gone into the mail-order
business, selling Pigtail Dick Pig
Pans, Skipper Peanut Butter, and
the soon to be launched Good
Time Trick Nuts. "We're an
industry," boasts Skipper.
They haven't exhausted their
creative selling ideas yet, though.
"We're going to get latex face
masks of ourselves made up and
sell them, so people can walk
around as us in clubs," reveals
Skipper. "We'll wear
eachother's masks and play
different instruments so no one
will know who is who."
This concept truly embodies a
New Duncan Imperials show;
it's really a rock 'n roll
Halloween party, and one that's
always a lot of fun. Perhaps the
old adage "clothes make the
man" is really true.
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Innovative MenuTasty
• • mGood For You Too!
By Don Edwards
Food, glorious food! The
Madison Del Bakery/Deli/
Restaurant, located in Madison
Square just west of Polo Park, has
developed a new menu which
features nutritious selections for
diners enjoying a low fat, low
calorie, low cholesterol, or low
sodium lifestyle. The surprise is:
meals ordered from the new
"Alternatives" menu turn out to be
just as delicious as meals ordered
from the regular menu!
The Madison Del developed the
new menu over ten months with
help from the Heart and Stroke
Foundation and the University of
Manitoba's NutriProfile, who
analyzed the finished product.
Rather than having] ust a few "heart
smart" items, the new menu offers
over 25 dishes including soups,
salads, sandwiches, pasta dishes,
dinner entrees, and desserts. It's
the first of its kind in Winnipeg.
Nutritional information is listed
right on the menu, so you know
how many calories and how much
fat you are ordering. They even list
what percentage of calories are fat,
and if you want even more
information, there is a complete
nutritional analysis located at each
table.
Most of the meals sampled had
eye-appeal, a factor which is so
important for people who must deal
with dietary restrictions. The one
exception was Apple Cider Shrimp
with Fennel. Its presentation was
unattractive and the licorice-like

By Maureen Britton

Different and delicious, Madison Del's new menu is directed at health-conscious diners
fennel seemed at odds with the
apple flavor.
The rest of the meals tried were
excellent The Rosemary Lamb

with rice pilaf was delicious,
although the portion could have
been bigger. The Madeira
Medallions were just as flavorful,
and the Cajun Chicken was a spicy
delight.
Although the prices were very
respectable for what was offered,
the portions were on the small side,

so when you order, remember to
ask for a side of veggies, available
at a most reasonable $.95 for six
ounces.
The desserts were exceptional,
and included such luscious
offerings as Strawberries
Romanoff, Almond-Cherry
Chocolate Cake, and Apple
Cinnamon Cake. The Fruit and
Gise, touted as the new low fat
replacement for ice cream, was
good at first, but if you are

expecting ice cream, then you
should order ice cream, as there is
a slight, but still noticeable
difference.
Overall, the Madison Del has
done an admirable job in providing
such a variety of tasty, healthful
meal choices. Their new menu
alone, or in concert with their
normal five-page menu, is a perfect
example of their slogan: "Too
much of a good thing. . .is just
about right."

Bits N - Pieces
Plug In To Fluxus
Under the Influence of Fluxus is

By Kevin King
There are many things that
are not ozone friendly. The
depletion of the rain forest is
not ozone friendly. Plastic is
not ozone friendly. And hair
spray is definitely not Ozone
Friendly.
"We're not an image band,"
says Paul Skelly, the band's
lead singer. This seemed an
understatement, as Skelly was
decked out in a pair of old
jeans and a T-shirt he
described to the audience as a
"tablecloth."
Skelly, along with guitarists
Jason Rink and Mark
Thorsteinson, drummer Jaime
Carrasco and temporary
bassist Darren Klassen, played
an impressive 35-minute set to
open the Thanksgiving Bash

at It Rendezvous on Oct. 13.
Misbehavin' and Uzi Suzi
shared the headline, but it was
Ozone Friendly who impressed,
in spite of the many problems
the band faced.
The band was left scrambling
to find a bassist after they were
forced to let the previous one go.
In stepped Klassen, who plays
with local band Terminal Beach.
He had just one day to learn the
songs
The band also had limited
space on stage, partially because
they were unable to play wireless,
due to interference.
Musically, they were sound.
They opened the show with a
letter-perfect version of Faith No
More's "Epic," then jumped
right into a powerful rendition

of Mountain's "Mississippi
Queen."
Skelly attempted, on a number
of occasions, to liven up the crowd
of about 600, but had little
success. A "don't drink and
drive" message was lost on the
crowd and seemed a little forced,
but served as a good intro into an
up-tempo version of Lenny
Kravitz's "Mr. Cab Driver."
They ended with a kickin' version
of Anthrax's rendering of Joe
Jackson's "Got the Time."
"It (the show) went about as
well as you can expect," Mark
Thorsteinson said, adding they
still need lots of work.
The band intends to write
originals as soon as they can get
a line-up cemented. A search for
a bassist has forced them to

cancel all their November dates.
They are wary of being caught
up in the bar scene.
"We don't want to play cover
tunes for any longer than we
need to," says Skelly. "We're
pushing towards original music."
Carrasco feels that they've
picked the "right time to get onto
the scene," with more acceptance
or different styles today. On the
topic of writing originals, he says,
"Although it will be difficult to
offer something new, we'd like
to try a revision, something like
what Zeppelin and Sabbath did.
Whatever we end up with, it'll be
low and grungy."
"It won't be cock rock," adds
Skelly.
Carrasco and Skelly agree that
they'll probably be forced to

leave Winnipeg in order to
achieve any success as an
original band. Lack of venues
for alternative bands,
combined with "narrowmindedness" make it difficult
for heavier bands to enjoy any
level of success.
Misbehavin' was full of
energy and transferred that
energy to the fans.They appear
ready to take the jump into the
studio.
Uzi Suzi was somewhat
disappointing. A mix of
obscure covers combined with
a few originals left the audience
confused over whose material
they were playing. Perhaps
that was their intent.

an exhibition of 43 large-scale
prints on cotton by 21 artists. The
exhibition runs concurrently at:
Plug in Gallery (175 McDermot),
Brian Melnychenko Gallery (250
McDermot), and Gallery 1.1.1 (1J
of M) from Oct. 16 to Nov. 9.
Hours at the Plug In Gallery are
Tues. to Sat. 11-5 p.m. Hours at
the other two locations are Mon. to
Fri. 11-5 p.m. Admission is free.

Cheap and Delightful
You can have a full evening of
ballet and spend less than you
would at the movies! RWB presents

Exam
Blues

Standby fix go on sale 30 minutes
before curtain at the Concert Hall
box office, and they're only $5!
Phone the RWB for info at 9562792, or drop by their office at 380
Graham.

was being practiced at the Paris
Ballroom in the Bronx. It's on at
Cinematheque (100 Arthur, in
Artspace) until Oct. 31. Tickets
are only $3.50 for students.

Solar Eclipse
Planetarium producer Ed Barker
will present an exciting illustrated
Remember to get your tickets
account of the museum's July tour
today to the S A's Horrorfest Movie
to Mexico. The presentation
Festival, featuring Rocky Horror
includes a demonstration of eclipse
Picture Show. The festival takes
photography techniques. If you
place on Wednesday, Oct. 30 from
don't have classes Monday
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. and tickets are only
afternoons, this event might be
$5, available at the SA office (right
great for you. It's on Monday Nov.
beside the instant cash machine.)
4 from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. $7.

Scary Movies

The Dream, Stoolgame, Allegro
Brillante, and Esmerelda Pas de
deux with Winnipeg's own Evelyn

Voguing at the Ball

Hart at the Centennial Concert Hall
Nov. 1 to 3. Tickets start at $9.50,
and you can get a further discount
with your student I.D. The best
deal, though, is to fly standby!

award-winnig look at the world of
Black and Latino gay men who
discover meaning by participating
in gala costume balls. Long before
Madonna discovered voguing, it

Paris is Burning is a brilliant

are characterized by their
components.
technological
Admission is free.

Tapestries of Hope
Appliqued tapestry on sack cloth
made by low-income women in
Chile are featured at the Museum
of Man and Nature' s Urban Gallery
until Nov. 17. An imaginative
diversity of materials, like plastic
pill lids, match sticks, soup bowls,
and pieces of tin foil help depict
the daily struggle to survive under
injustice and oppression. Museum
admission is $2.50 for students.

All that Jazz
Dale Amundson
Ace Art (24-221 McDermot)
presents recent works of Dale,
Amundson. These pieces expand
on the artist's concern with the
provocative and/or interactive; they

The Centre Culturel FrancoManitobain (340 Provencher)
presents jazz concerts every
Tuesday beginning at 9 p.m.
Admission is only $3. This week,
Ken Gold is featured until Nov. 4.

The Student Association
isn't limiting activities for
November's short study
month.
The week will begin with a
Red Cross Blood Donor
Clinic Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov.6 and 7, from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the South
Gym. The two-day clinic
offers a great opportunity for
both regular and new donors
to make their gift of life
without leaving the campus
and to get free coffee and
doughnuts!
Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Week, Nov. 11 to
15 highlights the month's
activities with three great
events. The Mad Hatter's
Tea Party is set to kick off the
week in the South Gym on
Tuesday, Nov. 12, with cash
prizes for the best hats, as
well as more free coffee and
doughnuts.
On Wednesday, Nov. 14,
don't miss the free concert!
Winnipeg's own local band
Lenita Erickson and Shake
Naked will appear in the
Tower Lounge at noon.
Michael Levine, author
and former CIA undercover
agent, will speak on the war
on drugs, Thursday, Nov. 14
at 2 p.m. Admission is free.
The SA will be laying low
Nov. 14 to 21 while students
are busy with exams but
promises a great first term
finale with the
Decompression Pub,Friday,
Nov. 22 from 3:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the South Gym.
Tickets are available after
Nov. 12 from the SA office,
DM20 for only $6., Each
ticket makes you eligible to
win a pair of Grey Cup
tickets!
It's not too soon to be
the
thinking
about
Caribbean Crawl Spring
Break Get-A-Way March 6
to 13. The deadline for getting
your deposit in to the SA
office for Nov. 15. The saxday vacation includes three
days in Daytona Beach,
Florida and another three
days aboard the Viking
Princess as it cruises to
Freeport, Bahamas. Further
information is available from
the SA office, Room DM20
right beside the instant
teller.
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WINTER. --And It's Not Even Halloween
Halloween deorations are all
over the college, while
outside,snow is all over the
college!
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Photo by Ted Wyman

Jennifer Hoeck, a first year
Business Admin student
doesn't look too thrilled about
the first snowfall. Just wait
Jennifer!
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SPORTS
Do the numbers 8600 and 9700
sound familiar? These were the
attendance figures for two recent
Winnipeg Jet home games versus
Vancouver and Hartford.
Cue the tumbleweeds.
No offence to the Queen City
(Why is Regina known as the queen
city ( There is a story for the Uniter
there some where) but if current
trends with regards to the Winnipeg
Jets continue, the loss of our only
real professional sports team will
become a reality and Winnipeg
will turn into another Regina.
The reason given for the poor
attendance was the Jets were
competing with the American

League Championship Series for
fans attention. I can understand
that some people would rather stay
home and watch the Blue Jays
(choke) than go out and support
their own local team. What I find
hard to believe is that there are that
many fans in this city who are
more concerned with the Jays than
the Jets.
Less than a week later, the Jets'
drew just over 11,000 fans for a
game against Toronto. I can't
remember the last time the arena
wasn't sold out for a Leaf's game.
The reason this time - the game
was televised. Good excuse. When
is the last time you watched a

Monday Night Football that wasn ' t
sold out. As far as I can recall,
Monday Night Football is
televised.
The problems the Jets are facing
are not that complex and can be
stated in a single word... apathy. It
seems people in this city no longer
care about our hockey team. Or at
least they don't care enough to
shell out the money to support
them. Is thirty dollars that
outrageous a sum for an evening
of entertainment?
This city has shown in the past
that it can sustain a hockey team.
Even with the rising salaries and
costs, Winnipeg should not have a

Sports Question
Of The Week
Should Red River Have A
Varsity Sports Program?
By Mario Colonnelli
Pierre Delionnet
Mechanical Engineering
Technology
Yes. You see the U of W and
the U of M involved in sports and
all we've got here is intramurals.
I was thinking that it would be
great to have varsity because we
could participate provincially and
maybe nationally if we were
really good.
Kris Yallowega
Electronic Technology
No, I don't think theca should
be a varsity sports program here.
You are here to get an education
and not to be playing games.
Varsity sports may be an idea for
later on, but for right now I don't
think they are necessary.

A car safely negotiates the
graveled curve which was an
early morning skating rink.

Two workers get some aerobic
exercise while they make the
college a safe place to walk.

Chris Weihs
Business Administration
I think there should be because
it would raise school spirit. With
the student body that we have
righ t now we could have a couple
of teams - football, basketball,

and maybe even floor hockey if
something could be arranged.
People would go to the games and
be more into the sports instead of
sitting around drinking coffee all
day. I think the intramural that
exists now is good, but could be a
little more organized. It seems like
it's just slapped together. We never
know when we play and we have
missed games because of it. I think
if it was organized in a better way
a lot more people would get
involved. Maybe the radio station
or the paper could be used to better
promote the sports and let teams
know when they are to play.
Bob Range
Electronic Engineering
I think if there was enough
students interested in it that there
should be, if they have the money
for it. I don't know how much it
has been discussed, but I think it
could be brought in with some
effort. If there is enough
participation and money then I
think the S.A. should go for it. I
would definitely support it if it was
introduced.

Deenie Lardizabal
Business Administration
Yes. It would get people
involved in competitive
activities. Not only would I
support a varsity sports program
at Red River, but I think it would
promote school spirit on the
whole.
The last word:

In posing this question to
students, the general impression
I got was that varsity sports would
be great but are probably not a
reality. The intramurals that do
exist at the college are very
adequate and are a welcome
replacement for a varsity
program. It would be nice,
however to have school teams to
bring the student body together.
It has been a long time since Red
River has had competitive sports
of this type and, after hearing the
responses, that any action to these
ends would be greatly
appreciated by students.

harder time supporting it's

franchise than Calgary, Edmonton
or Quebec - cities of comparable
size.
It's time people realize that
losing our franchise is a reality.
It's no longer something that may
happen in five or ten years if
problems aren't reconciled. Barry
Shenkarow can only plead so long
with local officials in efforts to get
a new arena and the rights to the
concession revenue.
Undoubtedly, Shenkarow will
sell, soon, if nothing is done to
these ends. As hockey fans and as
Jet fans we can only hope that he
sells to local interests who are

willing to give the team another
chance in this city.
If Shenkarow doesn't sell and
the current problems continue,
don' t be at all surprised if, after the
season, he takes a page out of the
Baltimore Colts book and sneaks

out of town in the middle of the
night, taking his hockey team with
him. Our hockey team.
In sum, Winnipeg hockey fans
must get off their collective asses
and realize this team will be gone
very soon if a dramatic
improvement in attendance doesn't
occur. Failing this, when the Jets
do flee, don't forget to remind the
last person who leaves the city to
turn out the lights.

S uper
Mario's
S pectacular
S ports Trivia
By Mario Colonnelli
I. Who is the only baseball player
this century to steal second, third
and home in the same inning?
2. Who won the 1991 women's
Wimbledon tennis championship?
3. Who is the oldest player in the
NFL?
4. Who led the American league

in saves this season?
5. Who holds the record for the
most bulls killed in one day by a
single matador?
6. Who won the 1980 NBA
championship?
7. Who is the only player ever to
lead the National League in triples
for three consecutive seasons ('77
- '79)?
8. What is the only AFC team to
make the playoffs each of the past
four seasons?
9. What does NASCAR stand
for?
10. From 1969-70 to 1974-75
Bobby On: led the NHL in assists
all but one season, who beat him in
1972-73?
Stumper: Who are the only four
heavyweight boxers to retire as
undefeated champions?
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Students' Association
Revenues Up This Year
President Credits 'Business-Like' Approach
By Maureen Winnicki
Arcade game fanatics and pool
sharks of The Cave, unite - take
heart - all the money you've
plugged into the games since
September has not been wasted...
This school year has seen a rise
in revenue for the Students'
Association, largely due to
increased profits from arcade
games in The Cave.
'We've been keeping areal close
watch on everything," said Wayne
Todoruk, SA president. "If a game
isn't being played, it goes."
He said the increase in revenue
can be credited mostly to the fact
that this years SA has taken a more
"business-like approach",
analyzing revenue, watching
expenditures and adapting
marketing to the students.
The SA operates on a breakeven budget; last year's executive
saw a deficit. Todoruk said its very

early yet to make any projections.
"But if the figures that we've
seen continue, we're looking at a
very good year."
Todoruk said any surplus of
revenue is put into students' equity
which is "a big slush fund" for
emergency purposes, such as
important extra expenses not
accounted for in the year's budget.
Vending revenue (junk food,
coffee and Coke machines) won't
be verified for approximately
another 5 to 6 weeks, but the SA
expects an increase in that too, he
said.
However, in the previous four
years, Todoruk said, vending
dollars were on the downslide.
"In an effort to increase revenue,
Coke machines were installed so a
beverage could be purchased in
cans as opposed to plastic cups
which were sloppy and
environmentally unfriendly.

The SA also approached Red
Carpet Services to recover the pool
tables, and provide new cues.
Revenue increases also depend
on uncontrollable factors like
"demographics" and "the weather"
said SA advertising manager Don
Hillman.
Hillman said when RRCC has a
lot of younger students straight out
of high school, arcade games are
more frequently played. He said
while courses like Basic Adult
Education are beneficial, they don't
include too many arcade players.
He said when the weather is poor
more people stay in the school for
entertainment and lunch.
Hillman said all revenue gained
from the arcade games, pool tables
and vending machines, returns to
the students in the end. He said the
profits are utilized in catering to
the wants and needs of the school.

Business Conference
Committee Gives
Students The Right Stuff
By Melissa Ruhr
If you want to have a head for
business, then you are in luck.
The Business Conference
Committee, in its second year of
existence, provides conferences
throughout the year for students to
attend, who want to have a taste of
the business world.
The committee is sponsored by
the business division of Applied
Arts and consists of 12 staff
members, as well as SA treasurer
Antonio Reis, and Red River
Entrepreneurs' Club President Joel
Lohr.
"The purpose of this program, in
a nutshell, is to give students an
idea of how business meetings are
run," Reis said.
The committee invites business

delegates and a keynote speaker to
the conference, which Reis said
will be held at the Holiday Inn.
Each conference consists of a
luncheon, where the keynote
speaker talks about a chosen topic,
followed by a discussion session.
"It is not yet finalized on who we
are going to get as speakers," Reis
said.
Topics that the speakers talk
about will be varied.
"the students choose the topics,"
Reis said.
Last year topics were on such
issues as women and natives in
business.
It costs each student $25.00 to
attend the conferences, Reis said,
and they are open to all students
who have an interest in business.

"The conferences are not just for
students in business courses like
Business Administration, and
Hotel and Restaurant Managemeni
We're hoping they will interest
other students as well," Reis said
"270 students and 80 business
delegates participated last year."
The committee expects a larger
turnout this year, he said.
"We're targeting to 400 students
and business people this year," Reis
said.
It is still undecided how many
conferences them will be this year,
and when they will be held.
Reis said the committee is still in
the planning stage for the first
conference, and no definate dates
have been set.

By Krystyl Nickarz
Three members of Red River's
Students' Association executive
will be attending the annual
Association of College Unions
International Region 10
Conference in Ames, Iowa next
month.
Red River is a member of the
A.C.I. in "region 10" which
includes colleges and universities
in Manitoba, part of North Western

Ontario, North Dakota, Minnesota,
and Iowa.
The conference, which will be
held November 7,8,and 9, deals
with the challenges that college
unions are faced with.
SA executive director Don
Hillman, vice president Steve
Rubenstein and public relations
director James Ridgway will be
attending the conference.
Seminars will feature a diverse
range of topics including,
Appreciating and Meeting the
Needs of Native American Cultures
in Region 10, A Recruitment and
Training Program for Student Staff
at a year Two Year College, and So
Where's the Beer? (concerns
surrounding non-alcoholic dance
clubs) as well as numerous others.

Hillman, who has done
presentations at conferences in past
years, said "The executive has gone
to the conferences every year since
the early seventies, adding that last
year it was in Fargo, North Dakota.
He said the conference allows
college delegates in Region 10 to
exchange ideas dealing with
student union concerns and to form
contacts with other colleges.
"I feel the conference is
beneficial," said Rubenstein. 'We
keep in contact with other delegates

and gain knowledge about
American colleges and how they
operate."
He added that because Red River
is a large college, it is able to
provide smaller colleges with
advices.
Much information is shared,
_ including school handbooks and
school newspapers, he said.
The registration fee for the
conference is $90 for the first two
delegates and $55 for each
additional delegate.
Accommodations range in price
from $33 to $54 and a per dium of
$25 a day is provided.
The three are driving to the
conference.

e

A New Spirit of Giving
A national program to encourage giving and volunteering.

By Tish Nelson
I f everything runs smoothly, Red
River Commun ity College will sec
an aerospace program added to its
list of course options in September
1992, says college vice president
Myrtle Nichols.
"Them appears to be a general
agreement that an entry level
materials course and an advanced
aeronautical technology program
would be supported by the
industry," said Nichols quoting a
memo from Ken Webb dean of
technology.
Webb, however, is still working
with Air Canada, Boeing Canada,
Bristol Aerospace and Standard
Aero to determine exactly what
training is needed.
Nichols said the school " does
not want to teach courses for jobs

that aren't readily available in the
market place."
Webb said, so far the materials
course and the aeronautical
program are the two which are
favored by the industry.
The materials course, which
deals with aircraft sheet metal,
plastics, textiles and composites,
will be a ten month course, said
Webb, adding that the entry
requirement will probably be a
minimal grade 11 education, but
he said that depends on what the
industry wants.
Webb said if the industry will
only hire someone who has a
minimal grade 12 education, it
would only be reasonable that the
entrance requirement be the same.
"As a community college,"

Webb said, "we try to keep access
to programs as large as possible."
The higher the requirement level
is, he said "you cut out that many
more people."
Webb said the aeronautical
program, which would be a two
year post diploma program, deals
with training in aeronautics or
aerospace at the technology level.
There is no estimate available
on how much this addition will
cost the school as it is still in the
developing stage, but Nichols said
"it will be expensive."
Webb said, as of yet, they haven't
spent any taxpayers money.
For students wanting to take the
course, the cost of tuition depends
on what it would cost us to deliver
the program, Webb said.

"We don't have a post-diploma
program in technology now, so
we'll have to figure out the costs."
Another cost would be the hiring
of new staff. Webb said a minimum
of three staff would be required for
both courses. Some existing staff
will aid in the training, he said.
"However, if that happens, "
Webb said "we might have to hire
staff to do what the existing staff
does now."
Although the courses haven't
been confirmed as the only two
courses in the aerospace program,
Webb said in the next two months
he'd like to have people from the
industry to work with the school to
begin developing the curriculum.
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Canada World Youth

You're 17 to 20 years old?
Looking for a challenge?
Contact us:

Canada World Youth
Prairies Regional Office
10765-98th Street
Edmonton (Alberta)
T5H 2P2
(403) 424-6411

is a private non-profit
organization giving
you the opportunity to
participate in an
international
educational exchange
program with young
people from Canada
and a developing country.

PORTICIPSE71017

CWY covers costs for food,
lodging and international
transportation throughout
the program
(approximately 7 months).
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BE A BUSY BODY
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SA Execs Off To Iowa

HOW TO BE A LOCAL HERO
Local Heroes know that when the need is there,
even the busiest people have time to help.
They know that volunteering is one of life's
most rewarding experiences.
1,-;" 10,a=
-_,--), Be a Local Hero.
tr-tszr-s _
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Student special, Single Futon and Frame $199.00
some assembly required.

Mon. thru Sat. 10 - 5, Thurs. and Fri. 10 - 8 Sun. 1 - 5

3rd Floor 472 Stradbrook, Winnipeg,

452-9441
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CARRIBEAN CRAWL
SPRING BREAK
GET A WAY
MARCH 13
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Y C/
Saucy Album Has Plenty Of Feeling
By Mike Hutchinson

SUS $525.00
AIR $900.00
et-

Am*

Includes transportation
and accomodations

3 DAYS DAYTONA
BEACH, 3 DAYS
FREEPORT BAHAMAS

DEPOSITS DUE
NOVEMBER 15, 1991
AT STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
OFFICE ROOM DM 2

The namesake debut album by
Marvelous Sauce is just that —
marvelous. The Canadian/
American quartet have made their
debut on the Eureka label, creating
an album with a folksy, jazzy,
bluesy format_ The band has a
touch of British flavor and their
music, although it's a hodgepodge of many different genres,
comes under the pop heading.
The music has a definite
acoustical touch; distortion and
effects are kept to a minimum.
The piano solos are impressively
done with an actual piano and not
an electronic keyboard. The
guitar-playing, although it lets
Jimi rest easy, is adequate for the
band's sound. The solos fit the
melody, and have all the feeling
and soul which seem to be
unfashionable with the majority
of mainstream pop bands.
The lyrics contained in the ten
song album are intelligent and
potent, and often contain some
message on the plight of the
middle-class, rut-stuck,
stereotypical urbanite. The
message is often found in vague
personalized, and sometimes halfbaked symbolism, or it can be
found in the parable-like stories
some of the songs tell. The lyrics
do have an intellectual flavor

Marvelous Sauce, an intense-looking bunch of guys with an intense, lively album
which goes well with the music;
the music itself often seems to be a
part of the story and lends
credibility to the message.
The album's first single
"Strength and Sobriety" has a laidback sound, making you feel like
you've just sauntered up to the
piano bar and are about to take the

first sip of the evening. The song is
ethereal, even dreamy and the
vocals take you by the hand for a
walk through the ballad.
"Temporarily Aside" is a daring
little rockish song that urges you to
take what you want from life. It has
a kind of Beatles feel at times, with
a touch of the Doors' Ray Manzarek

to the keyboard.
Marvelous Sauce consists of
Stephen Barrik (lead vocals and
guitar), Quinn Truckenbrod (bass),
Timothy McMahon (rhythm guitar
and vocals), and Brennan Hanagan
(on drums).
To sum up Marvelous Sauce's
debut album, it is a lively, energetic

piece that is both simple and
unique. As a debut album, it
achieves its purpose, introducing
Marvelous Sauce to the waiting
masses and at the same time,
getting those masses interested
enough to be scanning music store
shelves for the band's next album.

BAND INTERVIEW: Sons Of Freedom
By Paul Elliston
Vancouver alternative rock band
Sons of Freedom played the
Spectrum last week to promote
their new album "Gump." Vocalist
James Kingston and guitarist Don
Harrison agreed to an interview.
How long are you on the road?

James: It's only a short tour, a
couple of weeks.
What cities will you be visiting?

James: Calgary, Edmonton,
Saskatoon, Winnipeg, and Regina.
low did you come up with the
name Sons of Freedom?

James: Actually, we stole it. There
was a (group) of Russian people
called Doukhobors, which had a
hard core sect about 50 years ago
called the Sons of Freedom. They
got into a lot of trouble in B.C.
They wanted moral autonomy,
from what I understand, and the

federal government and the
provincial government wouldn't
let them have it. So what they would
do is have demonstrations where
the whole community would show
up and protest naked. If they got
arrested, they would go to court
and take off all their clothes.
Don: They don't believe in trivial
things. They burned houses, barns,
schools...they ended up getting in
a lot of trouble.
James: The name just sounded
pretty good. It's very difficult for a
band to choose a name because
you can get a name that
automatically pigeon holes you into
one particular style.
What's been an influence to you?

James: The price of fish, public
transport, girls with no underwear,
cheap coffee and cheap beer.

What bands, performers or
underground scene has inspired
you?

the money is...it doesn't bode well
for new bands.

Any memorable moments on this
tour?

James: We've all been into music
for a long time. I think we were all
initially turned on by Led Zeppelin
and we all got into the punk scene.
Don: My brother had, like, a
thousand records, so he turned me
on to a lot of things.

Where do you hope to be in five
years?

James: Stinking rich!

James: Two times at these
universities they let off the fire
alarms, once before the show, once
before the encore.

What have you enjoyed most in
your musical careers so far?

What do you hope the listener will
hear in your music?

Don: The greatest things about
being a band are the simple things:
writing, jamming, playing, and
meeting people, which is
sometimes fun, sometimes not so
fun. I always knew I didn't want a
nine to five job.
James: I think we're all united on
that_ We hate day jobs.

James: Our stuff is designed for
active listeners. ..I like to write
lyrics that I think are worth listening
to. But you can't be so precious
about it that you think they are
overly important. I don't see the
role of lyrics as being overly
important. Joe Public doesn't give
a damn about them.
I don't think we'll ever have
another Bob Dylan that inspires a
whole generation, because people
really aren't interested in what a
rock singer has to say. It's probably
a good thing.

Where do you see music going?

James: I don' tlike the looks of the
90s so far. It seems to me that a lot
of people think there's a lot of
cross-pollination between rap and
metal. The styles are becoming
very heavily set, and we don' treally
feel we fit into any of those styles.
We sometimes find ourselves
banging our heads against the wall.
Things might change, it might
get better, but with all this classic
rock and the baby boomers
controlling the reins to where all

How are sales for "Gump" so far?

James: We've already sold 7,000
copies on the first pressing.
Don: We've just gotten light
rotation on Much Music.
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'MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS
PEER TUTORS WANTED
Students to tutor other students are
wanted. Tutors are paid $5.00 per
hour. Interested students should
apply at the Tutorial Centre, CM25. Phone 632-2451.
TUTORING SERVICES
Tutorial Services are available to
students. Interested students may
inquire at the Tutorial Centre, CM25. Phone 632-2451. Services arc
free
EARN $2000 + Free Spring
Break Trip.

North America's #1 Student tour
operator seeking motivated
students, organizations as campus
representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, and Daytona. Call 1800-265-1799
The Day Care Volunteer Program
urgently requires volunteers to
work with young children in inner
city day care centres. Volunteers
of all ages are welcome. To hear
more about this intersesting and
rewarding volunteer experience
call the Volunteer Coordinators at
475-8775

Volunteers are required from late
October until late December to
sort and organize donated winter
clothing to be given to children.
Downtown are, one or two 1/2
days a week. For more information
contact the Volunteer Centre of
Winnipeg at 477-5180
Volunteers are required to staff
gift shops in various hospitals and
seniors centres. Shops are open
days and evenings including
weekends. Cash register
experience an asset. Training
provided. For more information
contact the Volunteer Centre of
Winnipeg at 477-5180
Volunteers are needed once or
twice a month for special events
such as assisting with outings for
the disabled and seniors, staffing
displays for children's projects and
for agencies concerned with health.
For more information contact the
Volunteer Centre of Winnipeg at
477-5180

MERCHANDISE

For Sale: Smith Corona SD 800
electronic typewriter. Like new,
comes with manual. Paid $500,
sacrifice at $250 o.b.o. Call
Melanie at 1-482-4890.
895-1108.
Books For Sale:
Keyboarding For College- working
papers and text VOL 2, Process
and Practice, Canadian Writing,
workbook, Business Math. Cal
Laura Gerrand at 774-2498.
Darkroom Equipment for sale:
includes omega B/W enlarger and
misc. accessories. Call Len
Swatsky at 786-7797 after 4:00
p.m.

USE YOUR
HEAD, SAVE
SERVICES YOUR HEART.
Typing - Right here on campus:
Will do assignments, resumes etc.
Please allow one days notice. See
Fay in SA Office DM 20 or call
632-2375.
WORD PROCESSING: We do
proposals, reports, manuals, or
whatever you need! Efficient,
friendly, personalized service,
letter quality printing, affordable
rates. Hours of business 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. Proposals, reports, manuals,
Delivery service available. Call

HEARF
AND STROKE
FOUNDATION
Of MANfT06A

Improving
your odds
against
Canada's
#1 killer.

For heartening information, call

949-2000

'PROJECTOR
STUDENTS' JOURNAL

FOR SALE: 1982 Honda Accord
hatchback, Grey exterior, Maroon
interior,New front tires, starter,
battery, fuel pump,ignition,
maintained very well have all
documents on the car since new,
little rust, a very nice all season
car. $1450.00 O.B.O. Phone
488-6875

Get your blood
pressure checked
and know it #4~

NEWS • DIVERSIONS • SPORTS

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

CALLING ALL ADVERTISERS:

Did you know that the classified section of
The Projector is free to all Staff and Students
at Red River Community College?
All copy must be turned in at Trailer K
Monday at 4:00 p.m. week prior to
Monday's issue.

MESSAGES
Lonely duck looking for mate. I
enjoy quiet swims in the park,
nibbling wild rice, and flying south.
Prospective partners should be
well groomed, non-smokers,
preferably mal lards...bu t any duck
will do. Drop me a note in locker
g118.
The Woodchuck cometh The
Barkman
To the guy who drives the blue
chevy van, you know who you are,
I will get even!
S weet P. You area truecelebration
of the female form! Love Leaky
Brian in Business Adm in: Go Jays
go! Way to go goofl Hope you had
a great time in T.O. Katherine.
Found: frustration and exam jitters.
If you'd like them back, meet me
on Friday at high noon in the C
building elevator.

• er

TERMINATOR 1 & 2
PET CEMETERY

Binky: I'm sorry! I'm an idiot!
Please forgive me!
Kat Woman I think you should
wear sweaters more often - Arnold

Venus Thanks for the great
weekend. It was orgasmic! Same
time, same place next week?
Rocket man.
Cindy, I was there. Jason
Whoever took my advertising text
leave it in the room after class or I
will find you and rip your heart out.
Lori, thanks, and I will meet you in
the tower lounge Oct 30 1:00 p.m.
Chris

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
If you were charged student Association Fees at the old rate of $60
and have not paid the new rate of $80 you have an outstanding
account with R.R.C.C.'s Accounts Recievalble Department.
MARKS, TRANSCRIPTS,ETC. could be withheld.
Please forward the additional $20 to R.R.C.C.'s Accounts Receivable
Department and have your account cleared.

To the guy in Rink's economic
class Wed at 1:00 that sits in the
front row and asks all those stupid
questions. Do the class a favor and
shut-up. You're annoying.

REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE:

Hey redhaired cutie (you know who
you are) I forgot to get your number.
You've got mine so please call! Gloria

-Use the new Projector free "messages" section if you want to tell
someone something. Just drop off messages at the
SA office DM 20 or Trailer K.

To the guy that hit on me in the
Tower Lounge last Friday, here's
what I should have said: Even if
you have a big brother, which I
doubt, I wouldn't want to meet
him.

-Deadline for messages is Monday at 4:00 p.m.
week prior to Monday's issue.
-The Projector reserves the right to edit for taste.

